Weekends Can Transform Your Career

'Sundays are lazy no more' as working professionals head for weekends, hoping to get an edge over their peers.

Executive Masters Programmes Provide a Head Start for Students

Why work the same 9 to 5 five days a week? Let the weekend be the workplace of your dreams. The Executive Masters Programmes at ITM give students the freedom to learn and earn together on weekends. Better yet, the programmes are flexible and can be attended from any location.

Whether you're a career knight variant seeking a head start or a seasoned professional looking to up your game, this is your chance to learn from the best and earn from your knowledge.

Executive Masters Programmes Offer:

- Flexibility: Learn and earn on weekends, from anywhere.
- Experts: Access to the finest minds in industry.
- Recognition: Gain a valuable postgraduate degree.

For more information, contact Mahesh Shetye on 98205 24245 or vinayak.prabhu@timesgroup.com.